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A Tale of Two Operas
BY ELIZABETH PETRIDES
You can make believe it happens or pretend that something's true.
You can wish or hope or contemplate a thing you'd like to do.
But until you start to do it you will never see it through,
'Cause the make-believe pretending just won't do it for you.
Fred Rogers (1969)

T:

e chairs in the gym began to fill with parents and grandparents, while the younger children found places

n the floor. Cheerleading uniforms and "geek glasses" had been stashed in the band room, while a Christmas tree, a chocolate bar, scooters, and paint stick swords remained hidden behind lengths of painted
muslin hanging from quilt stanchions. The CD player was plugged in and rested on top of the old piano. "Joey
Brown" took his place on the stage in an appliance box mail truck. As a hush fell over the audience, I walked
over to the piano and began to play. The next 40 minutes were filled with song, dance, and laughter as my two
eighth-grade classes performed the operas they had written and rehearsed over the last 6 months.

After years of believing in Fred Rogers' lessons about
taking action to make dreams come true and watching his neighbors create operas, I finally decided that
the time was right for me to write an opera with my
students. I knew that my next class of eighth graders
had excellent training in music at our school and
that some had participated in drama productions.
That, combined with my own modest ability to play
piano, made the endeavor possible. In this article,
I share our experience creating and producing Of
Mullets and Mailmen and A Tale of Two Geeks.

Writing an Opera with
Adolescents
Opera offers learning opportunities in a combination
unavailable in any other genre typically written by
middle school students. Whereas most genres taught
in language arts classes target one or two of the
language arts, this genre requires the use of all of
the language arts: reading, writing, speaking, and
listening. In addition, unlike most essays that students write for class, opera's goal is performance, so
an authentic audience motivates the writers to take
ownership of the process and the final product. Writing and producing an opera uses nearly every type
of intelligence: verbal, musical, spatial, kinesthetic,
interpersonal, and intrapersonal. Every student can
find some way to be successful and contribute. As a
cross-curricular endeavor, opera integrates theater,
writing, and music by its very nature and can easily
incorporate social studies or science as well. Opera
would be a great avenue for historical fiction or the
life of an important scientist. Underlying all of these

other benefits is the deep understanding of character
and plot that students gain in developing their story
for performance.

The Process
Although I had never written an opera before
nor seen any literature about how to write one, I
approached the months-long lesson in the same manner I would approach any other writing lesson-by
following the writing process throughout. The first
step in writing any new genre is to learn about that
genre. I had learned about opera in a music history
class several years ago, but opera was new to my students. Lattimer (2003) suggests that before students
can write in a genre, they must be immersed in that
genre. While reading, students discover the purpose,
structure, and features of genres and then can use
these discoveries when planning their own writing.
Mooney (2001) provides a model for planning in this
regard. For each genre, she lists the reasons for
writing the genre, a brief definition, and common
features of the genre. Though Mooney did not write
specifically about operas, her form for plays provided
a framework for my teaching about the genre of
opera. I decided to show my students examples of
operas and then give them a framework based on
Mooney's form for organizing theirs.
Suspecting that my students might not enjoy two
hours of Verdi or Wagner at the beginning of the year,
I provided simpler models. After explaining what an
opera is (a play told entirely in song) and identifying
its component parts (aria, duet, chorus, recitative),
I described some I had seen, clarifying that operas
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tended to be overly dramatic, the comic operas almost
slapstick in style. Then I showed a video of one of
Mr. Rogers' (1980) operas, Windstorm in Bubbleland.
Some of my students remembered having seen it as
young children. We discussed its characters, themes,
and plot, as well as what made it an opera.
In addition, I shared an opera I had written during the previous summer. Graves (1994) explains
that students benefit when teachers use their own
writing as models. My experience bears this out.
Students are much more willing to tackle a piece
of writing when they see that I have written in the
same genre with success. My opera, based on the
children's book Miss Nelson is Missing (Allard, 1977)
provided an example. I used the tunes to songs in the
public domain and wrote lyrics to fit the story line.
I included examples of choruses, arias, duets, and
other small ensemble pieces, as well as recitative
parts used for dialogue between songs. My example
also showed students what their libretto, or script,
would look like when completed. As I shared my
opera, I sang the songs with dramatic interpretation,
so they could see what I expected of them. I could
write an opera. I could sing ridiculous songs in front
of people without embarrassment. I could add melodrama to silliness, have them laugh at me, and have
fun. So could they.
When they all understood a bit about what the
final product would look like, we began the writing
process. Students who balked at the idea of pre-writing, brainstorming, or graphic organizers in essay
or poetry writing were willing to participate in the
process with their friends. We listed ideas. What do
we want in our operas? (Sword fights, toilet paper,
a mailman with a mullet) What kinds of themes do
we want to portray? (Be yourself.) What songs do we
want to use? ("Eye of the Tiger," "Notre Dame Fight
Song," "Eine Kleine Nachtmusik," "I Could Have
Danced All Night," "Heart and Soul") I stuffed long
lists into folders.
At this point, Lattimer's (2003) techniques for developing plot in fiction writing guided the class's brainstorming. We began by developing characters. What
are the characters like? What are their strengths
and weaknesses, fears and hopes? What problems
are inherent in their personalities? Plots developed
from these characters' quirks. A bare-bones outline
for a plot was added to each folder. We did all of this
brainstorming discussion as a whole group, writing
every idea down and then keeping only the ones we
liked best or thought most workable.
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I then gave small groups a part of the plot they had
outlined and free rein to choose song melodies and
write lyrics. At the end of each day's work, we looked
at what we had accomplished that day and decided
what the next step would be. Where is the plot going?
Are there questions unanswered that need to be
addressed? Does a song need another verse? Have we
discovered something new about the characters that
we hadn't planned on? Does someone have a new idea
piggybacked from someone else's? As we progressed,
the groups readjusted according to who had ideas for
specific parts. Rarely did anyone work alone, and the
students stayed on task. By Christmas we had what
we thought was a complete draft of our opera. I typed
it and gave each student a copy.
One of my most difficult tasks as a writing teacher is
to motivate students to revise until the piece is "just
right." Essays to be turned in for a grade get little
refining, because the only audience is the English
teacher, who is reading 30 other similar essays.
Even peer conferences in a writing workshop did not
produce serious revising, but often just enough to
get by. Motivation for revising was not a problem for
the authors of our operas, however. Rehearsing in
front of their peers and the anticipation of our final
performance impelled the revising process forward.
For example, four boys worked on "The Toilet Paper
Rap." None wrote fluently, and none ever spent
much time revising his writing, despite my constant
encouragement to read their writing aloud so they
could hear where it didn't "sound" right. When they
performed the first draft of the "TP Rap" for their
classmates, however, they could hear where it needed
work. After a few more revisions and performances
for classmates, it was perfect.
My students learned that revising is more than just
checking for spelling and punctuation. As we began
to rehearse the entire show, we discovered holes that
needed to be filled, sometimes with a line or two of
recitative for a brief transition, or with an entire song
to clarify the plot. We added a lovely duet to develop
the complex relationship between the mailman and
a UPS girl, with police officers on scooters eating
donuts in the background. Jewelry and ties pulled out
of pockets served ·as a visual transition from a neighborhood sword fight to a wedding since we found that
we hadn't explained this part of the plot adequately.
We decided to drop one song entirely because we
didn't think it added to the story but just took up
time. As the students listened to the operas from
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an audience's perspective, they began to see where
revision was needed and made the changes necessary
until the piece made sense. Our final scripts were
quite different from our first "final draft."

Opera and the Middle School
Curriculum
Writing and producing an opera meets the needs
of both writing teachers and adolescents. These
students need to talk, to move, to be respected, and
to explore their maturing sense of humor. Atwell
(1998) explains that students especially enjoy the
arts, vocational classes, and gym classes, primarily
because there is so much cooperation and conversation during those classes. Talking to friends is one of
the primary social needs of adolescents, and writing
operas required exactly that. Large group discussions produced overall decisions, both in pre-writing
and in revision, while small group conversations
resulted in creating and revising both the libretto
and choreography. Rehearsal engendered massive
amounts of conversation, some of it on task.
Atwell (1998) further notes that adolescents need to
move. When working on the librettos in small, selfselected groups of two to five, students often moved
around to get feedback from their friends in other
groups. Often a group walked down the hall to an
empty room to work on writing or rehearsing a piece.
Knowing that the success of the entire endeavor
depended on their good behavior, the students used
their time productively. Students moved desks out
of the way to rehearse in the classroom, then moved
them back at the end of class. They hauled the piano
out of a closet and put it away. The "policemen" even
handled the scooters with reasonable precaution.
Creating, refining, and rehearsing choreography
certainly encouraged the students to move in constructive ways.
Middle school students constantly compare themselves to others, not wanting to appear different from
their peers. Atwell (1998) notes, "They don't want to
be weird; therefore they see weirdness everywhere"
(p. 66). Creating operas prevents this issue entirely.
When performing our operas, everyone was weird.
Everyone had an individual part. Everyone participated in the sword fight. Everyone participated in
the dance at the end. Since everyone looked a bit
silly, no one stood out.
In addition to fearing the disdain of their peers,
teenagers crave the respect of adults and honest
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adult responses to their work. Graves (1994) says,
"It is important that you take children's choices
seriously" (p.108). The entire process of writing
and producing gave me ample chances to show my
students that I took their ideas seriously. When they
said they wanted to include a sword fight or toilet
paper or a mullet or donuts, I told them to find a way
to put their ideas into the operas. After all, Mr. Rogers' opera (1980) had included a weather porpoise,
spray sweaters, and a peddler selling bubbles in an
ice cream cart! When one class insisted on using the
melody to a song I didn't know, one girl persisted,
found the music, and brought it to me. Humbled by
her perseverance, I learned how to play it. One opera
needed a Christmas tree to wrap with toilet paper.
I provided one. No idea was too silly, as long as it
worked to make the operas better.
Atwell (1998) comments, "I know I'll laugh a lot"
(p. 65) when she explains that middle school is the
time when adolescents begin to discover their own
emerging wittiness and their enjoyment of parodies
and caricature. We certainly did! One group of girls
wrote a commercial for an imaginary anti-itch cream.
Parodying the precautions read rapidly at the end
of commercials for medicine, they rattled off: "absolutely no artificial or natural light; consume only
bread and water, may cause uncontrollable anger
towards squirrels or other rodent-like animals." The
football player announced the key to being cool in
middle school society, singing, "I cheat on my tests,"
to the tune of the Skaters Waltz. Students based
an entire sub-plot for one opera on the caricature
of police officers being obsessed with donuts. The
redheaded boy who had been one of the quietest
students in the class since preschool put in a cameo
appearance in a commercial: "I'm Gangsta, y'all!" He
has not been the same since.
While this experience addressed their social needs,
my students also developed critical thinking and
problem-solving skills as they created their operas.
Since none of us had much experience with opera,
and only a few had experience at all in theater, I
constantly reminded them that they had to figure out
how to do everything along with me. For example,
though we performed two operas, we had only
enough money for materials for one set of backdrops.
Students solved the problem by designing a set for
all scenes in both shows with the extra panel of
muslin used to change a police station into a football
press box. We needed to create a city bus and a
mail truck out of two appliance boxes. One student
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designed the truck and organized his "team" to duct
tape four gym scooters together, place the box on the
scooters, cut a hole in the top, place a chair inside,
and cut a door in the side. The completed mail truck
was painted, equipped with a steering wheel and a
windshield, and sported an accurate USPS logo.
Making the transition from our classroom "stage" to
the actual stage created opportunities for students to
work together to solve problems that arose. At first
we rehearsed in our classroom, but when we began
practicing on the gym stage, we discovered that the
stage was longer than the classroom, so students had
to adjust the timing of songs, entrances, and exits. I
had to improvise musical transitions to give the students time to get on stage. When one opera needed
its commercial to last long enough to give the girls
time to get out of their cheerleading costumes and
into different clothes, the students planned where to
keep costumes and props easily accessible. Also, it
was one thing to pretend we had a mail truck during
rehearsal, and quite another to get it off stage when
the scene was over. By the last week before performance, the students were able to identify problems
that came up and make good decisions about how to
solve them, most times without consulting me. They
gradually took complete ownership of the project,
and I simply stayed out of the way.
We performed our operas for the entire school during an afternoon assembly, then for an audience
of parents during the evening of our Writers Fair
in March. The students were proud of their performance because they had developed the characters
and the plot, written the words, designed choreography, built sets, rehearsed, revised, and performed,
all in a genre that was completely new to them.
They were allowed to move and talk and be witty
and change their minds and make decisions and
have hundreds of adults take them seriously. They
accomplished what no one else at our school, and
even most middle schools, had ever even thought to
do. They had created an opera.
You've got to do it, every little bit.
You've got to do it, do it, do it, do it, and when
you're through,
You can know who did it,
'Cause you did it.
You did it.
You did it.
Fred Rogers (1969)

WINTER
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The Operas
Of Mullets and Mailmen is the story of Joey Brown,
a mailman obsessed with delivering his mail, vain
about his mullet, and resentful of competition from
the UPS delivery person, a girl with a crush on Joey.
In an effort to gain his attention, she steals the keys
to his mail truck. He seeks help from the police, but
they are only interested in eating donuts on patrol
duty. When Joey and his rival find themselves
delivering packages to the same house, Joey loses his
temper and pulls his sword. She does the same, and
soon the entire neighborhood is involved in the melee.
The girl cuts off Joey's mullet. As he sees her looking
at him, he notices how beautiful she is, falls in love,
and they are married.
A Tale of Two Geeks tells the tale of a geek who saves
the life of the football team quarterback. The quarterback invites the geek to play football on the team
because of his tackling skill and the team teaches
the geek how to be cool. During the game, one of
the cheerleaders is accidentally tackled by a player.
The geek and the quarterback help her up and fall
hopelessly in love. At the dance after the game, they
compete in a dance-off for her affections. Meanwhile,
another nerd notices that she is being ignored by the
boys and talks to her. Delighted by the attention, she
leaves with him. The two boys lament their loss in the
duet, "I Should Have Stayed a Geek."
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